The lexicon contains discrete entries, which must be located in speech input in order for speech to be understood; but the continuity of speech signals means that lexical access from spoken input involves a segmentation problem for listeners. The speech environment of prelinguistic infants may not provide special information to assist the infant listeners in solving this problem. Mature language users in possession of a lexicon might be thought to be able to avoid explicit segmentation of speech by relying on information from successful lexical access; however, evidence from adult perceptual studies indicates that listeners do use explicit segmentation procedures. These procedures differ across languages and seem to exploit language-specific rhythmic structure. Efficient as these procedures are, they may not have been developed in response to statistical properties of the input, because bilinguals, equally competent in two languages, apparently only possess one rhythmic segmentation procedure. The origin of rhythmic segmentation may therefore lie in the infant's exploitation of rhythm to solve the segmentation problem and gain a first toehold on lexical acquisition. Recent evidence from speech production and perception studies with prelinguistic infants supports the claim that infants are sensitive to rhythmic structure and its relationship to lexical segmentation.
Introduction: Using the lexicon in listening to speech
The lexicon, which is the focus of the present collection of papers, is assumed to be an essential component of every language user's linguistic apparatus. The contents of a lexicon are so patently language-specific that it goes without saying that a lexicon cannot be inborn -it must be acquired, on the basis of linguistic experience. Such experience usually consists of hearing utterances, which typically are many words in length. But we can safely assume that complete utterances are not what lexicons consist of. The number of utterances is potentially infinite, so that to store all the utterances we might ever hear our lexicon would also have to have infinite capacity. Even if we set an arbitrary length limit, the number of possible utterances is enormously large; for instance, Miller (1967) calculated that there must be at least 10zo possible English sentences of twenty words or less -a total which, he drily added, would take considerably longer than the estimated age of the earth to speak.
Instead, we assume that the contents of a lexicon consist of sound-tomeaning mappings in discrete chunks. (We can refer to lexical entries by the shorthand term 'words', although of course not all lexical entries necessarily correspond to what would be written as a single separate word. Some subword forms such as affixes or stem morphemes may well have lexical representation, as may particles which are conjoined with other words in writing; likewise, multi-word idiomatic expressions and frequently occurring phrases may be represented by a single entry.) Thus using a lexicon requires the separation of utterances into the lexically relevant chunks of which they are made up -producing speech requires the language user to string together lexical entries to make a whole utterance, and recognising speech requires division of an utterance into units which can be looked up in the lexicon. Likewise, acquiring a lexicon eventually involves acquiring the ability to use it in these ways.
The present contribution focusses on the very start of lexicon-building: how the infant might find out what words in the input language are like, and might assemble an initial stock of known words. The initial task is perceptual. What exactly does it involve? For instance, does it involve (as mature use of a lexicon in speech recognition involves) division of multi-word utterances into lexically relevant chunks? And if so, how difficult is this task? To answer these questions we need to consider the nature of the speech input with which the infant is most likely to be confronted. Comparative studies of various types of speech are considered in the next section.
Styles of adult-directed speech
Most of the speech any listener hears is spoken spontaneously ~ the speech signals which occur in the majority of everyday situations have been conceived and composed by their speakers even as they are uttered. For most listeners, spontaneous speech is encountered far more often than other styles such as rehearsed speech (heard in the theatre or on radio or television, for example), read speech (in news broadcasts, or, too often, in lectures) or computer-synthesised speech.
Whatever the style of speech, words in isolation occur only rarely -nearly all utterances are multi-word. A lot is known about the phonetics of multiword utterances, and a fair summary of our knowledge is that words are strongly affected by the contexts in which they occur; moreover, these contextual assimilation processes operate to obscure word boundaries, with the result that there are few reliable cues in a continuous speech signal to where one word ends and the next begins. Klatt (1989) provides a telling overview of the problems which this causes for the lexical access process so essential for speech recognition.
Nevertheless, the majority of such phonetic studies have been conducted on speech produced in laboratory situations, which is normally read speech. Is this a fair representation of the speech which most listeners usually hear? Motivated by this question, speech scientists have undertaken a number of studies aimed at describing spontaneous speech, and because of the underlying motivation, most of the studies have been comparative: spontaneous speech has been contrasted with read speech. These studies have revealed systematic differences between the two types of speech. Some of these differences might render the listener's problems even worse in spontaneous than in read speech. For example, casual spontaneous speech is particularly prone to phonological elisions and assimilations (G. Brown 1977 , Labov 1972 , Milroy 1980 and to syntactic simplifications and, occasionally, incompleteness (Cheshire 1982 , Labov 1972 . Other differences, however, might make life easier for listeners to spontaneous speech. These are principally differences in the prosodic domain, Thus spontaneous speech tends to be produced at a slower rate than read speech (Barik 1977 , Johns-Lewis 1986 , Levin et al. 1982 , and to have longer and more frequent pauses and hesitations (Barik 1977 , Crystal and Davy 1969 , Kowal et al. 1975 , Levin et al. 1982 and shorter prosodic units (Crystal and Davy 1969) .
Listeners can distinguish spontaneous utterances either from read speech (Levin et al. 1982 , Remez et al. 1985 , Blaauw 1991 or from rehearsed speech (Johns-Lewis 1987) ; their judgements are most likely based on prosodic aspects of the speech, because accuracy is still high when the speech extracts have been low-pass filtered (Levin et al. 1982) while the distinction can not be as accurately made on written versions of the text (Johns-Lewis 1987) . Fluent spontaneous speech can be identified as accurately as disfluent (Blaauw 1991) .
The prosodic differences between spontaneous and read speech have consequences for the way speech in each mode is processed by listeners. McAllister (1991) examined word recognition in spontaneous and read speech using the gating task, in which listeners hear successively larger fragments of a word. She found that word identification (in context) occurred earlier for a word stressed on the first rather than on the second syllable in spontaneous speech, but not in read speech. In a word-by-word gating study of spontaneous speech Bard et al. (1988) and Shillcock et al. (1988) similarly found that words containing strong syllables were easier to identify than words which were realised as weak syllables. Mehta and Cutler (1988) investigated phoneme detection reaction time in spontaneous and read speech, and compared in particular the relative strength in the two speech modes of a number of previously established effects. They found no overall difference in response time between the two speech modes, and also no difference between the two modes on the one semantic variable in the study, the effects of the transitional probability of the target-bearing word. However, four other effects differed across modes. In read speech but not in spontaneous speech, late targets were detected more rapidly than early targets, and targets preceded by long words were detected more rapidly than targets preceded by short words. In contrast, in spontaneous speech but not in read speech, targets were detected more rapidly in accented than in unaccented words and in strong than in weak syllables. Mehta and Cutler explained these differences in terms of prosodic differences between the two speech modes. The greater frequency of hesitations in spontaneous speech, for example, results in shorter prosodic units, which in turn reduces the average span over which rhythmic predictability will hold. So because prosodic units are long -generally clause-length -in read speech, but usually short in spontaneous speech, the opportunity for rhythmic prediction in the latter case is much smaller. Mehta and Cutler thus argued that position in the sentence is not, strictly speaking, what affects target detection time; rather, the effective variable is position in the prosodic unit. Similarly, because hesitations tend to be more frequent and longer in spontaneous speech, it is much more likely that a particular target-bearing word will be preceded by a hesitation in the spontaneous than in the read mode. Where a target is immediately preceded by a hesitation, any effects of incomplete processing of the previous word will be nullified by the extra processing time provided by the hesitation, so that effects of preceding word length, which are held to reflect just such processing hangovers from the preceding word, will be less likely. Finally, because accent patterns in spontaneous utterances were more varied and less likely to express default accenting than those in read utterances, and the acoustic differences between strong and weak syllables were greater in spontaneous than in read speech, there was greater opportunity for processing effects of both sentence accent and syllable stress to appear in the spontaneous than in the read speech; this would account for the finding of significant facilitation due to sentence accent and syllable stress in the former but not in the latter. The results of the gating studies described above provide similar evidence of the perceptual importance of syllable stress in spontaneous speech. These findings speak to the majority case for speech processing. Most speech that adult listeners hear is spontaneously produced. Such speech is characterised by a fairly slow overall rate of speech, short prosodic units, frequent pauses and, in English, a clear opposition between strong and weak syllables. These factors affect the way the speech is processed.
The infant's speech environment
Is the infant's speech environment the same as that of an adult listener? In one respect it is not, because speech directed to the infant as chosen listener exhibits a pattern which is systematic enough to warrant calling it a separate speech style. This conclusion emerges from a number of studies which have investigated the characteristics of speech addressed to young children at various stages of development; again, the studies have mainly been comparative, with infant-directed spontaneous speech being typically contrasted with speech from the same speakers to adults.
In European languages, infant-directed speech tends to be spoken at a slower rate, to have more frequent stresses, shorter continuous sequences and longer pauses, and to be higher in pitch than adult-directed speech (Fernald and Kuhl 1987 , Fernald and Simon 1984 , Fernald et al. 1989 , Garnica 1977 , Stern et al. 1983 . Slower rate, more frequent prosodic demarcation, and longer pauses, it will immediately be noted, are the primary factors which the review in the previous section revealed as distinguishing spontaneous from non-spontaneous speech. To the present author's knowledge these two literatures have not been directly compared; there would seem to be a defensible case, however, for considering adult-directed and infant-directed spontaneous speech in terms of a single continuum, with infant-directed speech occupying a more extreme position on most measures.
The one exception is that infant-directed speech is reported to have higher pitch and a wider fundamental frequency range (Fernald and Simon 1984, Garnica 1977) . In contrast, the fundamental frequency range of spontaneous speech has been reported in at least some studies to be relatively narrow, at least in intimate conversation (Johns-Lewis 1986 , Blaauw 1991 . Pitch is a particularly important dimension of infant-directed speech, since the fact that infants prefer to listen to this style of speech (Fernald 1985) has been found to be principally due to its pitch characteristics (Fernald and Kuhl 1987, Sullivan and Horowitz 1983) . Ohala (1983 Ohala ( , 1984 has argued that raised pitch is an ethologically universal signal of smallness, ingratiation and non-threatening attitude. From such a perspective it would be possible to argue that raised pitch might not be a phonologically relevant manipulation in speech to infants, but might simply arise from universal expression of affection or nurturance on the part of an adult to an infant. Against this conclusion, on the other hand, might be cited the more recent findings that the pitch manipulations found in infant-directed speech in American English and related languages are apparently nor universal. Although rising contours predominate in infant-directed speech in the stress languages English (Sullivan and Horowitz 1983) and German (Fernald and Simon 1984) falling contours are more prevalent in the tone languages Mandarin (Grieser and Kuhl 1988) and Thai (Tuaycharoen 1978) . In a comprehensive review of the literature on pitch in infant-directed speech, Shute (1987) concluded that pitch modifications are not only clearly not universal across languages, but may also differ within one language as a function of sex of the speaker, age of the child addressee, frequency of the speaker's interaction with children and other factors.
In fact a recognisable style of infant-directed speech is itself not universal, contrary to the confident expectations of researchers in the 70s that it would prove not only to be universal (Ferguson 1977) but absolutely necessary for successful acquisition (R. Brown 1977) . It is now clear that there are cultures where infants are exposed to much normal adult speech but no speech in any special infant-directed mode (Heath 1983 , Schieffelin 1985 , Schieffelin and Ochs 1983 . Even where infant-directed speech appears to conform to the pattern observed in English and like languages, this may not constitute a specialised mode; thus infant-directed speech in Quiche Mayan has relatively high pitch, but so, in this language, does adult-directed speech from the same informants (Bernstein-Ratner and Pye 1984).
Thus it is reasonable to conclude that infants in the earliest stages of language acquisition receive at least some of their input -and for some infants, perhaps all of their input -in a form that at least closely resembles normal spontaneous speech between adults. One of the characteristics of spontaneous speech, it will be recalled, is the high frequency of phonological elisions and assimilations (G. Brown 1977 , Labov 1972 , Milroy 1980 . Some studies have reported that child-directed speech, too, is replete with such distorting processes (Bard and Anderson 1983, 1991; Shockey and Bond 1980) which is consistent with the view that this style of speech lies on a general continuum with adult-directed casual speech. Other studies, however, have reported lower frequency of distorting phonological transformations in speech to infants than in speech to adults (Bernstein-Ratner 1984a,b) . In an attempt to resolve this apparent contradiction, Stoel-Gammon (1984) transcribed five hours of speech to one-year-olds; her results strongly support the view of a continuum, since she effectively discovered a continuum within her own data, from very clear articulation (e.g. release of word-final stop bursts, clear articulation of unstressed vowels) to very casual forms (frequent vowel reduction, omissions of whole syllables such as [sko] as a pronunciation of let's go). Stoel-Gammon concluded that the phonological characteristics of speech to children depend on such factors as contextual redundancy, the function of the individual utterance, and the situational context -the same factors that determine the phonological forms of adult spontaneous speech (Lieberman 1963 , Cheshire 1982 .
There is to my knowledge no evidence, from any culture, of a greater incidence of isolated words in speech to children than in other forms of speech. Even though phrases may be short, they are still phrases. Thus a speech segmentation problem, as described in the introductory section to this paljer, seems to exist for the infant as for the adult language user. The speech that the infant hears is continuous; much of the speech of the infant's environment will be speech among mature language users; in perhaps a majority of cultures speech addressed specifically to the infant would form only a small proportion of the input; even then, such speech may not necessarily be clearly articulated. The problem is compounded for the infant by the necessity of compiling a lexicon, and this added difficulty does not trade off against reduced segmentation difficulty in the input. In fact, the scale of the segmentation problem in the structure of the input is remarkably similar for the infant and for the adult.
The segmentation problem for adult listeners
The adult listener typically hears continuous multi-word utterances, and must therefore segment the speech stream in order to understand them. The importance of this segmentation problem has long been acknowledged, and many, widely varying, experimental approaches have tackled the question (e.g. Hayes and Clark 1970 , Wakefield et al. 1974 , Pilon 1981 . But the adult's situation differs from that of the child because as a mature language user the adult is already in possession of a lexicon. This has led some researchers to claim that the adult listener has no need of explicit segmentation procedures, since the successful recognition of a word will ensure that whatever immediately follows that word will be known to be word-initial. For example, Cole and Jakimik (1978) proposed that recognition of spoken utterances proceeds in strictly temporal order, and 'one word's recognition automatically directs segmentation of the immediately following word ' (1978 : 93). We could call such a model 'segmentation by default'.
On closer inspection, though, it becomes obvious that segmentation by default could not work, at least for English. Firstly, the model relies on listeners being indeed able to determine where a word ends. It is true that sometimes phonetic sequence constraints will be of use in this. Of course, in typical English speech the majority of words are monosyllabic (Cutler and Carter 1987), which will certainly reduce the problems caused by such embeddings. But most monosyllabic English words do not become unique until at or after their final phoneme (Lute 1986 ); and in fact many words -especially monosyllabic words -can not be recognised until after their acoustic offset. Post-offset recognition has been demonstrated both with laboratory-produced (i.e. carefully read) speech (Grosjean 1985) , and with spontaneously produced speech (Bard et al. 1988 , Shillcock et al. 1988 . If words cannot be recognised till after their ends then segmentation by default would lose its very basis.
Secondly, models such as segmentation by default are far from robust; they assume that prelexical processing of the speech signal will be accurate. But in practice speech signals are not always fully clear. Background noise, distance between speaker and listener, distortion of the speaker's vocal tract, foreign accents, slips of the tongue -all these, and similar factors, conspire to make the listener's phonetic interpretation task harder. A much more robust model is needed to account for what is obviously true, namely that human speech recognition is extremely successful even under noisy conditions or with previously unfamiliar voices or accents.
A solution for English: Rhythmic segmentation
In fact there is a good deal of evidence from human speech recognition in English that explicit segmentation procedures, are employed by adult listeners. Cutler and Norris (1988) suggested that the characteristic rhythmic structure of English could form the basis for an effective segmentation procedure, because English speech shows a systematic relationship between rhythmic patterns and word boundary locations. The rhythm of English is based on stress, with syllables of the language being either strong or weak; strong syllables contain full vowels, while weak syllables contain reduced vowels (usually schwa). Cutler and Carter (1987) demonstrated that English lexical words are far more likely than not to begin with strong syllables -in a 33,000-word phonetically transcribed dictionary (the MRC Psycholinguistic Database: Coltheart 1981 , Wilson 1988 ), 73% of all entries had strong initial syllables. But the frequency of occurrence of individual words differs widely; lexical, or content words, are sometimes very common (e.g. people), but more often are very rare (e.g. peon, steeple), while some words which in running speech are usually realised as weak syllables -grammatical, or function words, such as of or the -occur very frequently. Cutler and Carter examined a 190,000-word natural speech sample, the Corpus of English Conversation (Svartvik and Quirk 1980) using the frequency count of this corpus prepared by Brown (1984) ; they found that in this corpus 90% of the lexical words have strong initial syllables. However, the grammatical words in the corpus were actually in the majority, and they were virtually all weak monosyllables. Cutler and Carter computed that about three-quarters of all strong syllables in the sample were the sole or initial syllables of lexical words, while more than two-thirds of all weak syllables were the sole or initial syllables of grammatical words.
This means that a listener encountering a strong syllable in spontaneous English conversation would seem to have about a three to one chance of finding that strong syllable to be the onset of a new lexical word. A weak syllable, on the other hand, would be most likely to be a grammatical word. English speech should therefore lend itself to a segmentation procedure whereby strong syllables are assumed to be the onsets of lexical words. Cutler and Norris interpreted results of an experiment they ran as evidence for such a procedure. They used a task which they called word-spotting, in which listeners were asked to detect real words embedded in nonsense bisyllables; detection times were slower to the embedded word in, say, mintayf (in which the second vowel is strong) than in mintef (in which the second vowel is schwa). Cutler and Norris interpreted this as evidence that listeners were segmenting mintayf prior to the second syllable, so that detection of mint therefore required combining speech material from parts of the signal which had been segmented from one another. No such difficulty would arise for the detection of mint in minteS, since the weak second syllable would not be divided from the preceding material.
Further evidence for such a procedure was produced by Cutler and Butterfield (1992) , who investigated the way in which word boundaries tend to be misperceived. In both spontaneous and experimentally elicited misperceptions they found that erroneous insertions of a word boundary before a strong syllable (e.g. achieve being heard as a cheap) and deletions of a word boundary before a weak syllable (e.g. bird in being heard as burgling) were far more common than erroneous insertions of a boundary before a weak syllable (e.g. efictive being heard as effect of) or deletions of a boundary before a strong syllable (e.g. were waiting being heard as awaken). This is exactly what would be expected if listeners deal with the segmentation problem by assuming that strong syllables are likely to be word-initial, but weak syllables are not.
As Cutler and Norris point out, the strong syllable is defined by the quality of its vowel (full, in comparison to the reduced vowels of weak syllables); thus spotting strong syllables cannot provide a complete solution to the segmentation problem since word boundaries actually occur prior to the onset of syllables. A strong syllable spotter must be supplemented by some means of estimating actual syllable onset; Cutler and Norris suggest that more than one alternative realisation of such a device would be feasible. Assuming that a rhythmically based segmentation procedure is indeed prac-tical, its advantages are considerable. For instance, such a procedure is obviously not going to be affected by the frequency of words embedded within other words in speech, or by the relative frequency of monosyllables versus polysyllables. Only where polysyllabic words contain strong syllables in non-initial position will the procedure produce a non-optimal result (i.e. it will signal a word boundary but this will be a false alarm). However, polysyllabic words with non-initial strong syllables occur relatively rarely (Cutler and Carter 1987) , and in only a small minority of them will a false alarm actually produce a real word unrelated to the embedding word (e.g. late in collate; Cutler and McQueen, in press). Thus rhythmic segmentation is a relatively efficient procedure for English.
It is also quite robust -in fact, it is precisely with uncertain input that rhythmic segmentation proves particularly useful. Researchers in automatic speech recognition (e.g. Shipman and Zue 1982) have developed systematic representations of phonetic uncertainty, namely transcriptions in which only general classes of phoneme are provided (e.g. glide, nasal, stop consonant, etc.). Two studies using uncertain input of this kind have produced further evidence in favour of rhythmic segmentation. In the first study, Briscoe (1989) implemented four segmentation algorithms and tested their performance on a (phonetically transcribed) continuous input, using a 33,000-word lexicon. The algorithms postulated potential lexical boundaries: (a) at the end of each successfully identified word ('segmentation by default'); (b) at each phoneme boundary; (c) at each syllable onset; and (d) at each strong syllable onset (the rhythmic segmentation proposal). The measure of performance was the number of potential lexical hypotheses generated (the fewer the better). With completely specified phonetic input all algorithms naturally performed quite well. However, significant differences between the algorithms emerged when some or all of the input was phonetically uncertain; most affected were 'segmentation by default' and the phonemic algorithm, both of which generated huge numbers of potential parses of incomplete input. Far better results were produced by the algorithms which constrained possible word onset positions in some way, and the more specific the constraints, the better the performance: the rhythmic segmentation algorithm performed best of all with the uncertain input. In the second study, Harrington et al. (1989) compared the rhythmic segmentation algorithm with a segmentation algorithm based on permissible phoneme sequences (Lame1 and Zue 1984, Harrington et al. 1987 ), using as a metric the proportion of word boundaries correctly identified in a 145utterance corpus. With phonetically uncertain input, sequence constraints proved virtually useless, but the rhythmic segmen-tation algorithm still performed effectively (in fact it correctly detected more word boundaries in uncertain input than the phoneme sequence constraints had detected in completely specified input).
The efficiency and robustness of rhythmic segmentation therefore suggest that listeners profit from employing an explicit segmentation procedure of this kind. A striking fact about this procedure, however, is its languagespecificity: as described for English, the procedure is based on stress rhythm, i.e. the opposition of strong and weak syllables. Clearly, it therefore cannot be a universal strategy, because many (indeed most) languages of the world do not have stress rhythm. However, all languages have rhythm -speech rhythm need not be stress-based.
In the next section alternative forms of rhythmic segmentation are described, supported by the results from experiments in languages which do not have stress rhythm.
Rhythmic segmentation in French and Japanese
Mehler (e.g. 1981) and his colleagues (e.g. Segui 1984) have used a variety of psycholinguistic tasks to demonstrate processing advantages for syllables in speech comprehension.
In one experiment, which launched a series of cross-linguistic comparisons, Mehler et al. (1981) had French subjects listen to lists of unrelated words and press a response key as fast as possible when they heard a specified word-initial sequence of sounds. This target was either a consonant-vowel (CV) sequence such as ba-or a consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) sequence such as bal-. The words which began with the specified sound sequence had one of two syllabic structures: the initial syllable was either open (CV), as in balance, or closed (CVC), as in b&on. Mehler et al. found that response time was significantly faster when the target sequence corresponded exactly to the initial syllable of the target-bearing word than when the target sequence constituted more or less than the initial syllable. Thus responses to ba-were faster in balance than in balcon, whereas responses to bal-were faster in balcon than in balance. Mehler et al. claimed that this result supported a syllabically based segmentation strategy in speech recognition in French. Similarly, Segui et al. (1981) found that listeners are faster to detect syllable targets than to detect targets corresponding to the individual phonemes which make up those same syllables. Further evidence from French that polysyllabic words, whether they are heard in isolation or in connected speech, are analysed syllable by syllable came from studies by Segui (1984) and by Dupoux and Mehler (1990) .
If speech segmentation in French proceeds syllable by syllable, there is an interesting parallel to the results from English reported in the previous section. Just as use of the opposition between strong and weak syllables in segmenting English exploits the English language's characteristic stress-based rhythmic pattern, so does use of the syllable in segmenting French exploit rhythmic patterns, since the characteristic rhythm of French is syllable-based. Recent results from studies of speech segmentation in a third language, Japanese, confirm the connection between segmentation and speech rhythm. In Japanese, speech rhythm is based on a subsyllabic unit called the mora (which can be a vowel, an onset-vowel sequence, or a syllabic coda). Otake et al. (1993) conducted an experiment in Japanese which was directly analogous to the French experiment by Mehler et al. (1981) ; they compared detection of CV (e.g. ta-) and CVC (e.g. tan-) targets in Japanese words beginning with open (tankhi) versus closed (tanshi) syllables. In both words the first mora is the initial CV sequence ta; and detection of CV targets was equally fast in both words (had the Japanese subjects been using a syllabic segmentation procedure, the CV targets should have been harder to detect in closed than in open syllables). CVC targets constitute two morae, and correspond to the first two morae of the words with initial closed syllables; however, they do not correspond properly to a mora-based segmentation of words like tanishi (CV-CV-CV). Indeed, the Japanese listeners responded to the CVC targets in words like tanshi, but usually failed to respond in words like tanishi.
Thus rhythmic segmentation seems to be quite a widespread phenomenon across languages, with the nature of the rhythmic processing being determined by the nature of each language's characteristic rhythmic structure: stress-based, syllabic, or moraic rhythm can all be used in speech segmentation by adult listeners. However, there turn out to be strict limitations on the way any listener can exploit speech rhythm in segmentation; and these limitations may illuminate the questions with which we started this chapter, namely those pertaining to how the prelinguistic infant first solves the segmentation problem.
Limits to rhythmic segmentation
First of all, the cross-linguistic differences in speech segmentation are characteristics of the listeners and do not simply follow from the nature of the speech input. English monolinguals do not use syllabic segmentation in performing the target detection task with either English or French (Cutler et al. 1986 ); neither English nor French listeners use moraic segmentation when performing the same task with Japanese (Otake et al. 1993 CVCV and CVN sequences (Otake 1992) . The failure to find processing disadvantages for English words beginning with weak syllables when the words are carefully read, reported in the second section of this paper, may reflect a similar case: if the input is very clear, stress-based segmentation may not need to be called into play. Thus it is quite clear that none of the rhythmic segmentation procedures constitutes an absolutely necessary component of adult listeners' speech processing. The strongest evidence that this is so comes, however, from studies of bilingual processing. Cutler et al. (1992) tested French-English bilinguals with the techniques which had demonstrated syllabic responding in French listeners (Mehler et al. 1981) and stress-based responding in English listeners (Cutler and Norris 1988) . Their subjects were as bilingual as they could find -each had learned both languages from the earliest stages of acquisition, spoke both languages daily, and was accepted as a native speaker by monolinguals in each language. Yet these bilinguals did not necesarily produce the pattern of results which monolinguals had shown on each previous experiment. Instead, their response patterns could be predicted from a measure of what Cutler et al. called language 'dominance', which amounted in essence to a decision as to which of their two languages the bilinguals would be most sorry to lose. On Mehler et al's target detection task with French materials, only those bilinguals who chose French as their 'dominant' language showed a syllabic pattern of responding;
the English-dominant bilinguals showed no trace of syllabic effects. On Cutler and Norris' word-spotting task, in contrast, a stress-based response pattern appeared only with those bilinguals who chose English; the responses of the French-dominant bilinguals were unaffected by the rhythmic pattern of the embedding nonsense word. Apparently, these maximally competent bilinguals had available to them in these tasks only one rhythmic segmentation procedure -either that which was characteristic of one of their native languages, or that which was characteristic of the other, but not both.
Of course, it should be remembered that this conclusion is based only on the results of laboratory experiments, and may not reflect the full extent of the resources which bilinguals can apply to the processing of, for example, spontaneous speech; as earlier sections of this chapter described, different speech styles may call differentially upon a listener's processing repertoire. However, the experiments undeniably show that in the laboratory some bilinguals can exploit a given rhythmic segmentation procedure, and do exploit it, while others certainly do not exploit the same procedure, and possibly cannot do so. A claim that, for example, French-dominant FrenchEnglish bilinguals are capable of stress-based segmentation, but abandon it when processing laboratory speech, ought therefore to be accompanied by an account of why English-dominant bilinguals, and monolingual English speakers, do not abandon this procedure in the laboratory. On the basis of the laboratory results alone, it would surely appear that bilinguals simply do not have available to them the segmentation procedure characteristic of their non-dominant language.
This is a remarkable finding in the light of the undoubted competence of these bilingual speakers in both their languages. The English-dominant bilinguals spoke and understood French just as well as the French-dominant bilinguals did, and the latter group spoke and understood English just as well as the former. For those bilinguals who used stress-based segmentation with English, the apparent unavailability of syllabic segmentation for use with French seemed to have no adverse effect on their linguistic competence; likewise, for those bilinguals who used syllabic segmentation with French, the unavailability of stress-based segmentation seemed not to reduce in any way their demonstrated competence in English. These results may therefore indicate that the rhythmic segmentation procedures are not a necessary component of a language user's processing mechanism; one can demonstrate native competence without them.
This in turn would imply that rhythmic segmentation procedures are not simply developed in response to experience with the statistical properties of the native language, as the arguments made by, for instance, Cutler and Carter (1987) with respect to stress-based segmentation in English contended. There is no doubt that stress-based segmentation does work efficiently with English; but despite having been exposed to English since their earliest years, and despite using English with native competence all their lives, the Frenchdominant bilinguals nevertheless do not, in the word-spotting experiment, show evidence of segmenting by stress. The question must be posed, therefore, of how the rhythmic segmentation procedures could arise, if it is arguably the case that they may not result automatically from experience with the statistical properties of the native language. A possible answer to this question, proposed by Cutler et al. (1992) and by Cutler and Mehler (1993) is discussed in the next section.
Rhythmic segmentation by infants?
Suppose that the rhythmic segmentation procedures used by adult listeners exist not for purposes of adult processing at all, but are simply traces which remain from a period when the segmentation problem dominated the infant's language processing. Perhaps it is precisely the characteristic rhythm of the input language which offers the infant a first toehold into lexical acquisition, by suggesting a possible segmentation of the continuous speech stream into discrete units. In the case of the syllable in French, in fact, just such a model has been put forward by Mehler et al. (1990) .
More generally, Cutler and Mehler (1993) have suggested that the infant enters the world already armed with what they have called a 'periodicity bias'. The task of lexical acquisition is primed in that the infant expects that meaning will map to form; the task is made possible by the fact that this expectation is targeted towards a particular kind of form: input which is periodically structured. Speech signals have periodic structure, and for the majority of children speech will be among the most salient forms of input available. In the first few months and even days of life infants prefer to listen to speech rather than to other auditory input (Colombo and Bundy 1981, Glenn et al. 1981) .
The contrast between the periodic structure of speech as opposed to random noise is only one level of structure, however; regular periodic structure in speech exists at several levels. At the level of the speech sound, some sounds are relatively 'more periodic' than others -for instance, vowels are relatively steady-state sounds, while consonants are often more transient. As Cutler and Mehler (1993) point out, this could account for the findings that infants acquire language-specific vowel prototypes at about six months of age (Kuhl et al. 1992) , well before they acquire the consonantal phonology of their language (Werker and Polka 1993) . At a higher level again is the rhythmic structure of language discussed in the preceding sections. It is not unreasonable to propose that at some point during the infant's prelinguistic period this level of rhythmic structure is also attended to, and that the processing that goes on at that point is intimately connected with lexical segmentation -dividing the continuous speech into lexical units. Nor need the rhythmic structure be exclusively expressed in the auditory domain; as Pettito and Marentette (1991) demonstrate, gestural language acquisition by congenitally deaf infants follows a developmental path with noticeable similarities to spoken language acquisition.
Because, as we have described, rhythmic structure differs even across spoken languages, the infant exposed to stress rhythm will focus upon a different regularity than the infant exposed to, say, syllabic or moraic rhythm. As Cutler et al. (1992) argue, this can be conceived of as the infant attending to the smallest level of regtilarity occurring in the spoken input. What is remarkable about this process is that it seems to happen only once, if the evidence from the bilingual studies is reliable. That is, exposure to two differing rhythmic regularities (syllabic and stress rhythm, for instance) does not result in the ability to use both types of rhythm in speech segmentation; a language user appears to be able to command only one rhythmic segmentation procedure. This type of all-or-none instantiation of a language processing procedure is distinctly reminiscent of the notion of parameter-setting in syntactic processing (e.g. Wexler and Manzini 1987) .
Prosody and the prelinguistic infant
The notion of rhythmic segmentation by infants as a 'bootstrap' into the beginnings of lexical acquisition has not been directly tested. In this concluding section, however, research on prosodic processing by prelinguistic infants will be reviewed in an attempt to discover whether there is evidence which could support the notions proposed above. First, though, it should be acknowledged that involvement of speech prosody in this level of language acquisition has been proposed by others in several forms. The suggestion by Gleitman and Wanner (1982; see also Gleitman et al. 1987 ) that words are initially identified as units via their stressed syllables is closely related to the application of the present proposal to languages with stress rhythm, for instance. Likewise, Jusczyk (e.g. 1993) has suggested that prosodic structure is the dimension which infant listeners exploit to accomplish speech segmentation. In a series of experiments Jusczyk and his colleagues have shown that infants are sensitive to prosodic marking of syntactic structure, with sensitivity to clausal prosody emerging by four to five months of age (Hirsch-Pasek et al. 1987) , and sensitivity to phrasal prosody by nine months (Jusczyk et al. 1992 ); Jusczyk interprets this pattern as evidence of infants' exploitation of utterance prosody to structure speech into interpretable units. Indirect evidence for the present proposal can be found in both perceptual and production evidence from prelinguistic infants. For instance, it has been shown that the characteristic rhythmic pattern of speech is salient to the newborn child. Condon and Sander (1974) found that neonates are able to synchronise their movements with speech structure, whether the speech is spoken directly to the child or played from a tape recorder, and whether it is in the parental language or a foreign language. (Tapping sounds, on the other hand, did not invoke synchrony in the infant's movement.) The ability to discriminate the contrasts involved in rhythmic patterning appears early; thus two-month-olds can discriminate rhythmic groupings of tones (Demany et al. 1977) . These early discriminatory abilities also apply to the particular contrasts involved in speech rhythm: very young infants can discriminate stress contrasts (Spring and Dale 1977 , Jusczyk and Thompson 1978 , Karzon 1985 , and neonates can make discriminations based on number of syllables (Bijeljac-Babic et al. 1993 ). Speech to infants tends to have more regular rhythm than speech to adults, as evidenced in English by more frequent occurrence of stresses (Garnica 1977) and more regular alternation of vocalisation and pause (Stern et al. 1983) ; however, the relevance of this is unclear given that durational features of infant-directed speech do not appear to be involved in infant preferences for this speech style (Fernald and Kuhl 1987) .
More important would seem to be recent evidence of rhythmic patterning in the speech production of prelinguistic infants. Cross-linguistic studies of babbling have pointed to increasing language-specificity in babbling during the second half of the first year of life (e.g. de Boysson-Bardies et al 1984 , de Boysson-Bardies and Vihman 1991 , Hall& et al. 1991 , Blake and de BoyssonBardies 1992 , including language-specificity in prosodic structure (Whalen et al. 1991) . Rhythmic structure is one of the language-specific patterns which appear in speech at this age. Levitt and Wang (1991) and Levitt and Utman (1992) found that reduplicative babbling of infants from French-speaking homes showed a gradually increasing regularity of timing of non-final syllables across the first year of life, while the speech of infants of the same age from English-speaking homes showed a gradually increasing variability of syllable structure and timing. This suggests that the characteristic rhythm of speech is incorporated into infants' linguistic competence before they acquire their first words.
It appears that infants also become aware of the characteristic word prosody of their language before acquiring their first words. Jusczyk et al. (1993) found that nine-month-old infants acquiring English preferred to listen to lists of bisyllabic words with initial stress (crossing, former, cable) than bisyllables with final stress (across, before, decay), although no such preferences appeared with six-month-olds. Even when the lists were low-pass filtered to remove most of the segmental information, nine-month-olds still preferred the initial-stress lists, suggesting that their preferences were based on prosodic structure. Jusczyk et al. argued that during the second half of their first year, infants exercise their ability to segment speech with the result that they acquire knowledge of the typical prosodic structure of words in the input language.
At later ages, language-specific exploitation of rhythmic structure by children is established: children learning English use stress rhythm in segmentation (Gerken 1991 , Gerken et al. 1990 , Peters 1985 ; children learning French and other languages with syllable rhythm use syllables (Alegria et al. 1982 , Content et al. 1986 ); children learning Japanese use morae (Mann 1986 ). The hypothesis proposed here is that language rhythm is also what allows infants to accomplish their very first segmentation of speech. An ability to process rhythm is inborn. By using this ability, infants are enabled to overcome the segmentation problem and hence take their first step towards compilation of their very own lexicon. 
